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Service Register of an employee is a document in w hich all tile details of an 
employee beginning from the date of appointment till his retirement /cessation of 
service is recorded . The personal details of an employee viz., date of birth. 
qualification, community, and service details like pay, desigllation and office of initial 
appointment, training, annual increments, and' events like promotions, awards, 
punishments etc . are recorded. 

. Service Records.[SR] and leave account of employees are vital inputs not only 
for arranging settlement dues at the time of retirement / death of an employee, but 
also taken for reckoning the qJ-Ialifying service for consideration under l_ARSGESS in 
respect of eligible categories of employees. 

The availabIlity of correct/updated service record and leave particulars is linked 
to various benefits like grant of financia ll upgradation under MACP , consideration of 
eligible employees under LARSGESS, Child Care Leave to female employees, ieave 

.encashment while in service , payment of settlement dues etc. 

It is observed that the elate of birth of the employee and other basic details of 
some of the employees are not recorded/ altered in the Service Record without correct 
authorization . Such shortcomings leads not only to. legal complications in future but 
widespread manipulations Git a later stage by employees in connivance with the 
dealing staff. A number of persons are also availing the benefit of reservation in 
recruitment/promotion without the supporting de.icuments of their caste certificates 
from competent authority.. It is also pointed out by the Vigilance that the leave 
accounts are being manipulated in all the Divisions . As observed by the Vigilance , the 
modus operandi of the. manipulation is that a leave record is proposed to be recast, 
with malafide intentions, on the pretext of replacing a worn out/spoiled original record . 

In order to overcome the above shortcomings, the following procedure is to be 
adopted by the Personnel & Accounts Departments: 

1. The Service Record and Leave account of all employees should be digitized . 

- 2. Before digitalization a joint team of supervisory officials from Personnel & 
Accounts Departments should certify on E]ach page of the Service Record and 
Leave Account and countersigned by Gazetted officer from Personnel & 

Accounts Departments on the last page, to avoid manipulation at a later date. 



The following aspects should be ensured before digitalization: 

[aJ 	 The SR should be updated in all respects indicating the date of birth, l TI, 
date of appointment, PF/NPS Number, Aadhar Number PAN number 
and the communal status, medical cel-tificate No. & date, with the authority 
therefor, duly authenticated by a Gazetted officer 

[b] 	 Entries regarding annual increments, personal pay, special pay cash 
awards, punishments, with service verification entries, together with entries 
regarding number of times the leave encashment availed by the employee . 
while in service should be made and countersigned by a Gazetted officer. 
Entries regarding advances, if any, availed by the employee should a'lso be 
ensured. Entries regarding acquiring of higher qualification may also 
be entered in the SR duly placing a copy of the relevant certificate in 
the personal file. 

[c] 	The details of events like promotion, transfer on deputation! foreign 
service, absorptioll in PSUlAB, retirement etc. occurring during the 
career should be recorded in the SR duly attested by the appropriate 
authority with clear signature and date. 

[d] 	 In the case of persons initially engaged as Casual labour ISubstitutes, 
entries pertaining to grant of temporary status' and date of regularization 
and details of lien in the post duly qu'oting tile authority therefor should be 
mandatorily made and countersigned by a Gazetted Officer duly indicating 
the name and designation. 

[e] 	 The leave account of the employee should be brought upto date including 
the number of times CCl was sanctioned to women employees duly 
quoting the sanction memorandum and date. 

3. 	 The offices lunits should invariably preserve the original records permanently 
for the purpose of cross checking in case of a discrepancy coming to the notice 
of administration . 

, 4. 	 Form 6 containing the 'details of family. including Aadhaar number of each 
member obtained and tagged to the Service Record to arrange settlement dues 
viz., CGEGIS, PF, Gratuity as per the nominations'therein. 

The entire process of digitalization of service records and leave accounts of all 
employees should be completed in a time bound manner within a period of foul-
months. . ,r \ 
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